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Appendix
Material for patients
x Patient information booklet: “Understanding High
Blood Pressure”
x Fact sheets:

Selfhelp measures
Antihypertensive drugs

Blood pressure measurement
Reducing dietary salt
Blood pressure and kidney disease

x Diet sheet: “Healthy Eating”
Available from the British Hypertension Society Infor-
mation Service, Blood Pressure Unit, St George’s Hos-
pital Medical School, Cranmer Terrace, London SW17
0RE (tel: 0181 725 3412; fax: 0181 725 2959;
www.bhsinfo.hyp.ac.uk (for information service);
website: www.bhs.hyp.ac.uk)

Material for doctors
x Blood Pressure Measurement—Recommendations of the
British Hypertension Society. 3rd edition, 1997. (Edited by
E O’Brien et al; price £4.95.)
x BHS/BMJ. Recommendations for Blood Pressure
Measurement. CD Rom, price £58.75.
Available from BMJ Publications or the BMJ Book-
shop, BMA House, London WC1H 9JR (tel: 0171 383
6244; fax: 0171 383 6455; orders@bmjbookshop.com).
x The Joint British Societies’ Cardiac Risk Assessor
computer program and copies of the Joint British
Societies coronary heart disease risk assessment chart
can be downloaded from the British Hypertension
Society website (www.bhs.hyp.ac.uk).

Methods in health service research
Handling uncertainty in economic evaluations of
healthcare interventions
Andrew H Briggs, Alastair M Gray

The constant introduction of new health technologies,
coupled with limited healthcare resources, has
engendered a growing interest in economic evaluation
as a way of guiding decision makers towards interven-
tions that are likely to offer maximum health gain. In
particular, cost effectiveness analyses—which compare
interventions in terms of the extra or incremental cost
per unit of health outcome obtained—have become
increasingly familiar in many medical and health serv-
ice journals.

Considerable uncertainty exists in regard to valid
economic evaluations. Firstly, several aspects of the
underlying methodological framework are still being
debated among health economists. Secondly, there is
often considerable uncertainty surrounding the data,
the assumptions that may have been used, and how to
handle and express this uncertainty. In the absence of
data at the patient level sensitivity analysis is commonly
used; however, a number of alternative methods of
sensitivity analysis exist, with different implications for
the interval estimates generated (see box). Finally, there
is a substantial amount of subjectivity in presenting
and interpreting the results of economic evaluations.

The aim of this paper is to give an overview of
the handling of uncertainty in economic evaluations
of healthcare interventions.3 It examines how ana-
lysts have handled uncertainty in economic evalua-

tion, assembled data on the distribution and variance
of healthcare costs, and proposed guidelines to
improve current practice. It is intended as a con-
tribution towards the development of agreed guide-
lines for analysts, reviewers, editors, and decision
makers.4-7

Summary points

Economic evaluations are beset by uncertainty
concerning methodology and data

A review of 492 articles published up to
December 1996 found that a fifth did not attempt
any analysis to examine uncertainty

Only 5% of these studies reported some measure
of cost variance

Closer adherence to published guidelines would
greatly improve the current position

Use of a methodological reference case will
improve comparability
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Nature of the evidence
A structured review examined the methods used to
handle uncertainty in the empirical literature, and this
was supplemented by a review of methodological arti-
cles on the specific topic of confidence interval estima-
tion for cost effectiveness ratios. The first step in the
empirical review was a search of the literature to iden-
tify published economic evaluations that reported
results in terms of cost per life year or cost per quality
adjusted life year (QALY). This form of study was cho-
sen as the results of these studies are commonly
considered to be sufficiently comparable to be grouped
together and reported in cost effectiveness league
tables.

Searches were conducted for all such studies
published up to the end of 1996 using Medline,
CINAHL, Econlit, Embase, the Social Science Citation
Index, and the economic evaluation databases of the
Centre for Reviews and Dissemination at York Univer-
sity and the Office of Health Economics and
International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufac-
turers’ Association. Articles identified as meeting the
search criteria were reviewed by using a form designed
to collect summary information on each study, includ-
ing the disease area, type of intervention, nature of the
data, nature of the results, study design, and the meth-
ods used to handle uncertainty. This information was
entered as keywords into a database to allow interroga-
tion and cross referencing of the database by category.

This overall dataset was then used to focus on two
specific areas of interest, using subsets of articles to
perform more detailed reviews. Firstly, all British stud-
ies were identified and reviewed in detail, and

information on the baseline results, the methods
underlying those results, the range of results represent-
ing uncertainty, and the number of previously
published results quoted for purposes of comparison
were entered on to a relational database. By matching
results by the methods used in a retrospective applica-
tion of a methodological “reference case” (box),5 a sub-
set of results with improved comparability was
identified, and a rank ordering of these results was then
attempted. Where a range of values accompanied the
baseline results, the implications of this uncertainty for
the rank ordering was also examined.

Secondly, all studies that reported cost data at the
patient level were identified and reviewed in detail with
respect to how they had reported the distribution and
variance of healthcare costs. Thirdly, and in parallel
with the structured review, five datasets of patient level
cost data were obtained and examined to show how the
healthcare costs in those data were distributed and to
elucidate issues surrounding the analysis and presenta-
tion of differences in healthcare cost.

Economic analyses are not simply concerned with
costs, but also with effects, with the incremental cost
effectiveness ratio being the outcome of interest in
most economic evaluations. Unfortunately, ratio statis-
tics pose particular problems for standard statistical
methods. The review examines a number of proposed
methods that have appeared in the recent literature for
estimating confidence limits for cost effectiveness ratios
(when patient level data are available).

Findings
Trends in economic evaluations
A total of 492 articles published up to December 1996
were found to match the search criteria and were fully
reviewed. The review found an exponential rate of
increase in published economic evaluations over time
and an increasing proportion reporting cost per
QALY results. Analysis of the articles in terms of the
method used by analysts to handle uncertainty shows
that the vast majority of studies (just over 70%) used
one way sensitivity analysis methods to quantify uncer-
tainty (see box 1). Of some concern is that almost 20%
of studies did not attempt any analysis to examine
uncertainty, although there is weak evidence to show
that this situation has improved over time.

Box 1: Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis involves systematically examining
the influence of uncertainties in the variables and
assumptions employed in an evaluation on the
estimated results. It encompasses at least three
alternative approaches.1

• One way sensitivity analysis systematically examines
the impact of each variable in the study by varying it
across a plausible range of values while holding all
other variables in the analysis constant at their “best
estimate” or baseline value.
• Extreme scenario analysis involves setting each
variable to simultaneously take the most optimistic
(pessimistic) value from the point of view of the
intervention under evaluation in order to generate a
best (worst) case scenario.

Of course, in real life the components of an
evaluation do not vary in isolation nor are they
perfectly correlated, hence it is likely that one way
sensitivity analysis will underestimate, and extreme
scenario analysis overestimate, the uncertainty
associated with the results of economic evaluation.
• Probabilistic sensitivity analysis, which is based on a
large number of Monte Carlo simulations, examines
the effect on the results of an evaluation when the
underlying variables are allowed to vary
simultaneously across a plausible range according to
predefined distributions. These probabilistic analyses
are likely to produce results that lie between the
ranges implied by one way sensitivity analysis and
extreme scenario analysis, and therefore may produce
a more realistic estimate of uncertainty.2

The “reference case”

The Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and
Medicine, an expert committee convened by the US
Public Health Service in 1993, proposed that all
published cost effectiveness studies contain at least one
set of results based on a standardised act of methods
and conventions—a reference case analysis—which
would aid comparability between studies. The features
of this reference case were set out in detail in the
panel’s report.5

The current review used this concept retrospectively,
selecting for comparison a subset of results which
conformed to the following conditions:
• An incremental analysis was undertaken;
• A health service perspective was employed; and
• Both costs and health outcomes were discounted at
the UK Treasury approved rate of 6% per annum.
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Handling of uncertainty
Of the 492 studies, 60 reported results for the United
Kingdom. From these, 548 baseline results were
extracted for different subgroups. The importance of
separate baselines for different subgroups of patients is
shown in the results of an evaluation of an implantable
cardioverter defibrillator where the average cost per
life year saved across the whole patient group—
£57 000—masks important differences between
patients with different clinical characteristics.8 For
patients with a low ejection fraction and inducible
arrhythmia that is not controlled by drugs, the cost
effectiveness of the device is £22 000 per year of life
saved. By contrast, the use of the device in patients with
high ejection fraction and inducible arrhythmia that is
controlled by drugs is associated with an incremental
cost effectiveness of around £700 000 per year of life
saved.

The 548 baseline results used no fewer than 106
different methodological scenarios, and consequently
a “reference case” methodological scenario was
applied retrospectively to each article; this resulted in a
total of 333 methodologically comparable baseline
results. These results were converted to a common cost
base year and ranked to give a comprehensive “league
table” of results for the United Kingdom. Of the 333
results, 61 reported an associated range of high and
low values to represent uncertainty. Alternative
rankings based on the high or low values from this
range showed that there could be considerable disrup-
tion to the ranked order based on the baseline point
estimates only. This is illustrated by figure 1, which
shows the rank ordering of these 61 results by their
baseline values and by the highest value from their
range. This analysis of UK studies reporting the ranges
of sensitivity analyses raises the further concern that
the median number of variables included in the sensi-
tivity analysis was just two. Therefore, the ranges of

values shown in figure 1 are likely to be less than if a
comprehensive analysis of all uncertain variables had
been conducted. Clearly, this would further increase
the potential for the rank order to vary depending on
the value chosen from the overall range.

Cost data at patient level
Of the 492 studies on the database, only 53 had patient
level cost data and just 25 of these reported some
measure of cost variance. Eleven reported only ranges,
which are of limited usefulness in quantifying variance.
Five articles gave a standard error, seven a standard
deviation, and only four studies ( < 1%) had calculated
95% confidence intervals for cost.

In the five datasets of cost at the patient level, analy-
sis indicated that many cost data were substantially
skewed in their distribution. This may cause problems
for parametric statistical tests for the equality of two
means. One method for dealing with this is to
transform the data to an alternative scale of
measurement—for example by means of log, square
root, or reciprocal transformations. However, our
analysis of these data indicated that although a
transformation may modestly improve the statistical
significance of observed cost differences or may reduce
the sample size requirements to detect a specified
difference, it is difficult to give the results of a
transformed or back transformed scale a meaningful
economic interpretation, especially if we intend to use
the cost information as part of a cost effectiveness ratio.
It would be appropriate to use non-parametric
bootstrapping to test whether the sample size of a
study’s cost data is sufficient for the central limit
theorem to hold, and to base analyses on mean values
from untransformed data.

Estimating confidence intervals for cost
effectiveness ratios
Finally, our review identified a number of different
methods for estimating confidence intervals for cost
effectiveness ratios that have appeared in the recent
literature,9-14 and we applied each of these methods to
one of the five datasets listed above.15 These different
methods produced very different intervals. Examina-
tion of their statistical properties and evidence from
recent Monte Carlo simulation studies14 16 suggests that
many of these methods may not perform well in some
circumstances. The parametric method based on
Fieller’s theorem and the non-parametric approach of
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Fig 1 Alternative rank orderings of 61 British cost effectiveness
results by baseline value (above) and highest sensitivity analysis
value (below)

Initial cost effectiveness and cost utility studies: 368

Studies reporting patient-level cost data: 41

Studies reporting some measure of cost variance: 20
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Fig 2 The handling of cost variance by studies reporting patient level
cost data
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bootstrapping have been shown to produce consist-
ently the best results in terms of the number of times,
in repeated sampling, the true population parameter is
contained within the interval.14 16

Recommendations
Uncertainty in economic evaluation is often handled
inconsistently and unsatisfactorily. Recently published
guidelines should improve this situation, but we
emphasise the following:
x Ensure that the potential implications of uncer-
tainty for the results are considered in all analyses;
x When reporting cost and cost effectiveness infor-
mation, make more use of descriptive statistics. Interval
estimates should accompany each point estimate
presented;
x Sensitivity analyses should be comprehensive in
their inclusion of all variables;
x Cost and cost effectiveness data are often skewed.
Significance tests may be more powerful on a
transformed scale, but confidence interval should be
reported on the original scale. Even when data are
skewed, economic analyses should be based on means
of distributions;
x Where patient level data on both cost and effect are
available, the parametric approach based on Fieller’s
theorem or the non-parametric approach of boot-
strapping should be used to estimate a confidence
interval for the cost effectiveness ratio;
x When comparing results between studies, ensure
that they are representative;
x Using a methodological reference case when
presenting results will increase the comparability of
results between studies.

This article is adapted from Health Services Research Methods:
A Guide to Best Practice, edited by Nick Black, John Brazier, Ray
Fitzpatrick, and Barnaby Reeves, published by BMJ Books.
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How the defibrillator saved a patient’s life

Initially it was quite a struggle just getting the partners to agree
that purchasing a defibrillator would benefit the practice. We did
not even have to pay as the Friends of the Health Centre kindly
raised the money.

The equipment was installed in the nurses’ treatment room and
gradually gathered dust. “Does the defibrillator work?” and “I bet
the batteries aren’t charged” were some of the jocular comments
from the partners.

We had a couple of attempts at resuscitation, the equipment
worked well, but unfortunately the patient did not survive. It was
decided to hold a training day on resuscitation for the nurses. The
alarms sounded, I rushed to the treatment room only to find that
it was a mock emergency.

In the middle of a busy afternoon surgery the same day the
alarm went off again and there was an urgent telephone call. When
I arrived several partners and nursing staff were in the middle of
full cardiopulmonary resuscitation. The patient had been sent
down from the doctor’s surgery to the treatment room for an
electrocardiogram as he had chest pain and had collapsed. The
tracing showed ventricular fibrillation. Bring out the defibrillator!
Charge to 200 deliver shock! It’s just like ER! Unfortunately, the
patient was unstable; there were further episodes of ventricular
fibrillation and further defibrillation. As a former medical registrar
it started to flood back. We need lignocaine, but what is the dose? It
was like the blind leading the blind.

Four cardioversions later the ambulance arrived. Was he stable
enough to transfer to our local hospital? It was decided that I
should accompany the patient in the ambulance; this was just as
well as he had two further arrests in the ambulance requiring
defibrillation. An emergency stop as a bus pulled out in front of
us hurled the patient forward into my lap. But he survived, and as
he was only 40 with two children he was eternally grateful.

What have we learnt? Clearly, we need more training in
resuscitation. We now have a very persuasive argument for the
partner who said that we did not need a defibrillator as the
ambulance always carries one. Our Friends of the Health Centre
are now saving to buy us a better model that can record the
cardiac rhythm through the paddles.

Alexander Williams, general practitioner, Exeter

We welcome articles up to 600 words on topics such as A
memorable patient, A paper that changed my practice, My most
unfortunate mistake, or any other piece conveying instruction,
pathos, or humour. If possible the article should be supplied on a
disk. Permission is needed from the patient or a relative if an
identifiable patient is referred to. We also welcome contributions
for “Endpieces,” consisting of quotations of up to 80 words (but
most are considerably shorter) from any source, ancient or
modern, which have appealed to the reader.
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